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A Coffee and a Walk
by Darija Cuckovic & Tamara Tucic III1
Lower Manhattan is an amazing and picturesque part
of the city with famous sites such as Wall Street, City
Hall and Battery Park, but as we were leaving Birch
Coffee, a popular café on Beelanan Street, the
overcrowded street smelt of pollution and hot dogs.
Compared to the café, which was cosy with beautiful
live music and a fireplace that kept it warm, the
outside seemed less captivating. This wasn’t my usual
route when it comes to New York, but I wanted to
show the city to my friend, and he was especially
interested in visiting the breathtaking Brooklyn Bridge.
We picked a good day for this walk, and although the
weather here is quite windy, today it was just warm
enough for a light jacket and maybe a hat, as it was
still a bit breezy. You can barely hear the person
standing next to you out of all the noise but the
bridge is magnificent and absolutely stunning and my
friend liked it very much, already planning his next
thrilling trip here.

A Foggy Walk through Cherry Blossoms
by Nevena Djokic & Sofija Tomic III1
As I closed the heavy squeaking door of my newly
decorated home in Shinjuku, Tokyo with teapots and
teacups all around the gorgeous halls and a huge firebreathing dragon over the carpet, I stepped outside to
my new urban neighbourhood. I needed to walk to a
metro station nearby in Kabukich

ō

Street, walking

along the breathtaking trail covered with cherry
blossoms and tulips around me. The wind blew and as
the air filled with the terrific smell of spring, I went
downstairs to the metro station and the crowd was
inevitable. As I pushed through many angry people
rushing to work with the sweet sensation of spring still
inside my lungs, I enjoyably sat down and waited
patiently for my work station. It was time to start
another bright day at work in the city of my dreams.

Charms of San Francisco
by Jovana Dimitrijevic & Mladen Kovacevic III2

It was early in the morning and my friend and I were
enjoying breakfast and coffee at Warming Hut Café,
which is a magnificent location on the San Francisco Bay
Trail, perfect for intaking calories, breathing fresh air and
planning the rest of your day. Around 10 o’clock we left
the café and strolled on the trail by the water, listening
to the sounds of waves and gazing at the Golden Gate
Straits, whose beauty on a sunny day enchanted us and
left us speechless. Following the trail, we came to the
enormous fortress named Fort Point, where we decided
to take a tour of the interior courtyards and stairwells,
and where we saw uniforms, period photos and even a
cannon, which gave us a vivid sense of the Civil War
soldiers’ life. At the end of the path we reached our long
desired destination, the red Golden Gate Bridge, once
the world’s biggest bridge, which we wanted to visit
since young age, and which we then felt would forever
stay indescribable. Standing in the middle of the bridge,
while facing the city, feeling the breeze, inhaling the
ocean air and observing the water which sparkled in the
sun filled us with warmth, and at that moment we thought
the world was actually a beautiful place.

City Lights
by Goran Andric & Sara Citakovic III2
As I exited the world famous Hard Rock Café, which happened
to be one of the places I was most looking forward to seeing
because of its rich history involving rock musicians, I was
blinded by all the creative adverts all over Time Square. I then
decided to take a light stroll through Times Square and take in
some of the sounds and sights from all the talented street
performers who had acts ranging from pantomime to playing
the piano. Having gotten inspired by all the magnificent artists
I went to one of the most legendary theatre streets in the
world, Broadway and managed to get there just in time for the
beginning of Cinderella. Since by now a lot of time had
passed, I felt like calling it a day but still wanted to visit
Manhattan Bridge and since I was really tired I took one of the
famous yellow cabs to it. When I finally got there I was left
breathless by the New York City skyline and all the hard work
and time it must have gone into building this extraordinary
city.

Dirty Old Canals
by Nina Djenadic & Dragic Savkovic III2
This old town I call home brings me back so many memories of
my grandfather and myself always begging him to take me on
tours and tell me stories from times when he was a child. We
would always start from the famous Florian Café on Piazza di
San Marco, where only wealthy people could afford to enjoy
themselves. It was the first restaurant in Venice where women
were allowed access and it was Casanova’s favourite place.
When he was finished telling me about Giuseppe Verdi, Lord
Byron and Charles Dickens, who were frequent visitors there,
we would head for the nearby Ponte Tron Bridge, which is right
in front of the famous café. For the rest of the day we would
just stand there, leaning on the bridge and breathing in the air
filled with the smell of dead fish and watching the excited
tourists sailing in their gondolas and admiring dirty canals and
colourful constructions around them.

Diverse World of Chiang Mai
by Lena Knezevic & Isidora Maksimovic III2
The diversity between pristine rainforests with breathtaking
waterfalls and residential historic city that is still firmly Thai in
its atmosphere is what makes Chiang Mai so captivating for
people on the worldwide level as well as me. Early in the
morning we arrived to one of the most sanctuary places, What
Phra Sight, and its lavish monastic buildings and immaculately
trimmed grounds caught our eye. The monks greeted us, and
we went through Ratchamanka Street where loud noises of
the motorbikes that everyone used for transportation and
enormous number of locals dressed in colourful and patterned
scarves blocked the traffic. As we walked down the street,
humidity and midday sun exhausted us, but the appealing
smell of the traditional Thai restaurant Huen Phen got our
mind off of that and we stopped for Tom Yum Goong, spicy
shrimp soup that the chef recommended. Propokkloa Street
took us to Lanna Folklife Museum, set inside the former
provincial court, and recreating ancient Lanna village life with
everything from intricate pottery stenciling to Fon Lep, a
mystical dance featuring long metal fingernails that made us
realize this was a remarkable experience.

Enjoying Marseille
by Mitar Jokovic & Branko Markovic III1

I’m drinking my cappuccino in Café l’Ecomotive, its
charming decoration and modern look make me feel
relaxed and peaceful, not to mention that the
delightful food they serve is breathtaking.
Nevertheless, it’s time to go to the Fos Port Marseille
and buy fresh fish on the way there, enjoying magical
and crowded streets of Marseille, such as Canebiére
and Rue du Tropis-Vert. All of these French perfumes
make the street smell enchanting and exquisite, the
architecture is simply fascinating and the atmosphere
in the city is romantic. The only thing that makes me
uncomfortable is the boiling temperature – it’s 33°
here near the sea and I might go later to cool myself
in this unpolluted beauty, the Mediterranean. Even
before I get to the port I can sense the appalling
smell of fish miles away in the port which is
overcrowded and with a deafening noise but the old
lady I always buy fish from is waiting for me with a
huge smile on her face.

Everyday Routine
by Danka Perisic & Jovana Ponjavic III1
Ready for work she drinks her last sip of bitter, a little
bit stronger coffee because just one alarm is not
enough to wake her up on this snowy winter day. Downat-heart while leaving her warm home she covers her
mouth with a scarf and in a dashing step runs to Red
Square piercing through a crowd of tourists who are
looking at the magnificent breathtaking Kremlin.
Descending down the stairs, the jamming sound of the
Metro finally overcomes the river’s rustling and even the
talk of rowdy tourists. While she is trying to get to her
seat, a bunch of nervous people and the heavy air of
the underground make her think about whether she’ll
get to work on time. After leaving this awful place,
finally she is out, her worries gone, and here comes the
thought ‘I’m here on time’ as she gets into school where
she has to handle a bunch of screaming kids.

Home, Sweet Home
by Andjela Spasojevic & Ines Tucovic III1
After twelve hours of flight I arrive to Changi Airport,
where everything is bustling and overcrowded, and the air
here is muggy and I literally cannot walk to my house, but
thankfully a taxi station is nearby. I’m passing by the
Maryna Bay Sands Hotel, which is the most expensive and
contemporary hotel in the world, and immediately I smell
Chinese food from the Chinese quarter which is
breathtaking with its smells, looks, culture and I miss the
entire scene. I finally get to Orchard Street near the
Gardens by the Bay, which strikes me as a lively and
picturesque landscape, and calms me after a long business
trip. I am leaving the taxi and going for a short delightful
walk through Scotts Square, where the shop windows
distract me because they look so sophisticated. I’m
climbing up the stairs of my flat and like every day we
meet I say ‘Hello!’ to Mermlion, the symbol of this
fascinating and grand city, thrilled because I’m here again.

How to Use a Perfect Day in Amsterdam
by Katarina Maric & Tamara Milicevic III2

As this is my first time in Amsterdam, I decide to take a
bicycle ride through the town, and start my journey in the
magnificent Vondelpark. Having gotten quite hungry from the
cycling I go to get some traditional herring caught in the
Amstel River from a beautifully smelling food stand nearby –
it’s a delicious meal served with onions. The next stop on my
journey is the stunning Van Gogh Museum in which, having
witnessed some of his most beautiful and famous paintings in
person, I feel an even bigger appreciation for his works of
art. After this amazing view I move on cycling and I see the
Amsterdam’s famous casino, which is full of people who are
exhausted and spending all their money. The peak of my
journey comes at the very end when I visit the Anne Frank
House, which leaves me wondering of the hard life that poor
girl must have had.

London's Mornings
by Katarina Milutinovic & Marko Stanic III2
London struck me right between eyes from the first
minute I set my foot on its ground. Now, several
hundred mornings later, I’m having my strong
espresso in Café Paradiso, overwhelmed by the
pleasant scent of Thai breakfast from the table
next to mine. The good thing is that my place is
near Café Paradiso, which is just a mile away from
Tower Bridge Road, so I decide to take a walk to
the Exhibit, despite the depressing London mizzle.
It is Saturday and Horselydown Lane is surprisingly
quiet – I take a shortcut by Starbucks and the UK
Theatre and hit London Bridge Road, along with a
few young strangers who are, I believe, heading
for the same place as me. Looking at all these
people, friends, all these lights, somehow I feel
alone and reminded of home, but I just smile and
continue my journey.

Ordinary Day of Hailey Rogers
by Sanja Obucina & Aleksandra Vitezovic III1

For Hailey this day started just like any other – she woke up,
had breakfast, went to work and as she finished working she
headed for her favourite Chinese restaurant Ping Pong
Southbank. When she got there, opening the glass door all
the delightful smells of spices and raw salmon flooded her,
and she ordered the house specialty, chicken with rice and
vegetables. Leaving the restaurant she noticed that the
weather was sunny and unusually pleasant, and although it
was a little bit windy the streets were crowded with faces in
all shades of white and brown, rushing to the spectacular
exhibition at the Hayward Gallery. While she was passing
the gallery, she caught sight of a beautiful sculpture of a
butterfly, and fascinated she continued her walk home
across the Waterloo Bridge when she noticed the
enchanting view of Westminster, the breathtaking London
Eye and graceful South Bank. She stood there for ten
minutes delighted by the landscape when she realized her
feet were growing cold and it was time to go home.

Poison Kitchen
by Katarina Jovanovic & Bojana Radovanovic III1
It’s fascinating stepping into my favourite
character’s shoes – she brought me to the huge
Charles Bridge where, through the fog, I see signs
for a museum and around it I feel the magical
smell of food. I think it might be the Poison
Kitchen from the book but there is a lovely
Baroque café and to get to it I have to go down a
set of stairs, go past the enormous open museum
and then head sharply right into it. Inside is cosy,
small and vintage so the café instead of a
restaurant isn’t a disappointment because the
ambience is equally delightful. I sit down to order
a strudel, which led me here, and Pilsner beer.
Then I put on my jacket and return to the bridge –
now there is a puppeteer dancing his marionette
to the delight of a small crowd and I join them.

Re-living the 18th Century Journey
by Andjela Djonovic & Anita Dragutinovic III2

After almost a decade, here I am, back at the French Quarter,
the historic heart of New Orleans, and the place where I met
my loving husband. As we stroll past the Bombay Club, one of
the many jazz clubs in the crowd-pleasing Burbon Street, I
swing to the beat of one of my favourite Miles Davies songs
while getting chills not only from the soft summer breeze, but
from the atmosphere itself. After that, we peacefully walk
through several quieter streets that lead to Jackson Square,
where we enjoy the sight of colourful buildings with cast-iron
balconies, and are being hypnotized by the smell of brilliant
gourmet cuisine. While sitting on a bench in Jackson Square
and being entertained by the talented street artists, an old
saxophone player tells us about ‘blood-drinking’ John and
Wayne Carter, and suggests that we go on a so-called
Vampire Tour happening tomorrow. Finally we reach the
Cathedral – Basilica of Saint Louis, the stunning historical
building with rich renaissance and gothic architecture, and
memories come flooding back, leaving me filled with warmth
and emotions, and making me cherish every single moment in
this extraordinary place.

Rocky Road through Dublin
by Simo Djuricic & Vladana Zunic III1
On a dry sunny day in Dublin, she stood on a crowded square
in front of Trinity College, whose graceful columns, elegant
Victorian architecture and enchanting gardens no longer
seemed interesting to her. She had to get to the O’Connell
Monument, on the Inner Northern side of Dublin, across the
river Liffy, where her boyfriend would be waiting, hopefully in
front of it but likely in a shabby pub next to it. Growing tired
of the charade she was certain to witness when she got
there, she started speedily going forward, giving the same
treatment to the modern shops, picturesque medieval houses
and the loud American tourists gasping in awe at them,
completely ignoring everything. She wouldn’t have to put up
with all that much longer though: she was fast approaching
the river, what with the biting smell of sewage steadily
growing stronger and the sound of the tourist traps known as
the tour buses, which have exclusive passage over the
O’Connell bridge growing deafening. She was growing very
impatient with all of this; the bustling streets of Dublin had
grown annoying to her, the biting, lying sun of the east was
hardly pleasant this time of the year, the construction of all
these bleak, contemporary buildings was just as ugly as they
were poised to become, and dear God she couldn’t wait to
see that idiot patiently waiting at the monument, at least to
talk for a while.

Visiting Besalú
by Jana Eric & Matija Ristanovic III2

The bus finally stops and I’m thinking that the day when
I’m going to see one of the prettiest and oldest cities in
Spain, Besalú, Catalonia has arrived. The first step and I
see it – Pont Vell, as it is called in Catalan, a trademark
of this lovely small town built in the 12th century, crossing
over the Fluvià River. As I’m watching the stunning
landscape that is burned brown by a seemingly neverending heat wave, my nostrils are getting filled with a
remarkable scent of the sea and arros negre – traditional
summer meal in which squid’s ink is used to flavor rice
and seafood. It’s over 30° and standing by the bridge is
tiring so I decide to try Clara – one part Spanish beer,
one part lemon soda or lemonade, a very popular light
summer drink with a lemony touch that refreshes on
tropical days like this one. Listening to the tour guide and
slowly sipping the drink, I’m feeling peaceful like I’ve
known the place forever.
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